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U.S. Army Rangers & Special Forces of World War II tells the story of the U.S. Army's elite Rangers and special forces largely through
pictures. Never before has such an expansive view of World War II been offered in one volume. Furthermore, an extensive search of public
and private archives unearthed an astonishing number of rare and never before seen images, some in color. Most notable are the nearly
twenty exemplary photographs of Lieutenant Colonel William O. Darby's Ranger Force in Italy, taken by Robert Capa, who is considered by
many to be the greatest combat photographer of all time. Complementing the period photographs are numerous color plates detailing the rare
and often unique items of insignia, weaponry, and equipment that marked the soldiers whose heavy task it was to lead the way.
Part memoir, part reportage, and all good reading, Take Down Flag & Feed Horses is the first volume devoted to the daily work of staff
members at Yellowstone National Park. Written by a retired National Park Service historian, the book is divided into two parts, the first
chronicling daily life at Yellowstone and the second detailing the savage fires that hit the park during the summer of 1988 and their aftermath.
Bill Everhart lived at the park during the summer of 1978, accompanying the superintendent and his staff of rangers, naturalists, and
scientists on daily rounds. His lively anecdotes and observations will lure readers farther and farther into the book and perhaps into the park
as well. He gives a gripping account of the unstoppable fires of 1988 and shows how fire, a presence in the Yellowstone ecosystem for
thousands of years, ensures biological diversity. One of an elite cadre of Park Service employees who served in the system for many years,
Everhart would smile knowingly at a comrade's recollection of an old-timer who left often unnecessary instructions that regularly concluded
with, "Take down flag & feed horses (TDF &; FH)." His book, a gentle excursion through places and among people, will be attractive to a wide
range of readers.
Sua Sponte Latin for “Of Their Own Accord” The 75th Ranger Regiment’s Motto Army Rangers are not born. They are made. The modern
75th Ranger Regiment represents the culmination of 250 years of American soldiering. As a fighting force with our nation’s oldest and
deepest tradition, the Regiment traces its origins to Richard Rogers’s Rangers during the prerevolutionary French and Indian War, through
the likes of Francis Marion and John Mosby, to the five active Ranger battalions of the Second World War, and finally, to the four battalions of
the current Ranger regiment engaged in modern combat. Granted unprecedented access to the training of this highly restricted component of
America’s Special Operations Forces in a time of war, retired Navy captain Dick Couch tells the personal story of the young men who begin
this difficult and dangerous journey to become Rangers. Many will try, but only a select few will survive to serve in the 75th Ranger Regiment.
Sua Sponte follows a group of these aspiring young warriors through the crucible that is Ranger training and their preparation for direct-action
missions in Afghanistan against America’s enemies, anywhere, any time, and under any conditions. INCLUDES PHOTOGRAPHS
A young recruit learns the price of honor trying to win a medal for himself in the truce village of Panmunjom, on the volatile border of North
and South Korea, between two of the world's largest hostile forces.The North Koreans are as tough and mean as the propaganda blaring
from their loudspeakers. In an era of push-button warfare, at Panmunjom they still fight like cavemen, with fists and rocks.An intimate and
ribald portrait of what it was like to serve in an elite handpicked force at Panmunjom. Based on a true story.
Daughter of a legendary Virginia hunt master and aristocrat, Julia Warwick grew up in a world where Thoroughbreds and foxhunting are
passions, not pastimes. Julia finds her own passion in Christian Carver, a talented young horse trainer. But when a beautiful heiress is
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murdered and Christian is convicted of the crime, a pregnant, desperate Julia marries a friend who offers solace. Now, though blindness
darkens her world, it opens her eyes to hidden truths. About her husband, her family, her friends and the man she loved. And as the story
starts to emerge, a forgotten memory begins to return, a mystery comes to light…and two lovers torn apart by forces they couldn't control face
each other once and for all.
The history of the American Ranger is a long and colorful saga of courage, daring, and outstanding leadership. It is a story of men whose
skills in the art of fighting have seldom been surpassed. The United States Army Rangers are an elite military formation that has existed, in
some form or another, since the American Revolution. A group of highly-trained and well-organized soldiers, US Army Rangers must be
prepared to handle any number of dangerous, life-threatening situations at a moment's notice-and they must do so calmly and decisively.
This is their handbook. Packed with down-to-earth, practical information, The Ranger Handbook contains chapters on Ranger leadership,
battle drills, survival, and first aid, as well as sections on military mountaineering, aviation, waterborne missions, demolition, reconnaissance
and communications. If you want to be prepared for anything, this is the book for you. Readers interested in related titles from The U.S. Army
will also want to see: Army Guerrilla Warfare Handbook (ISBN: 9781626542730) Army Guide to Boobytraps (ISBN: 9781626544703) Army
Improvised Munitions Handbook (ISBN: 9781626542679) Army Leadership Field Manual FM 22-100 (ISBN: 9781626544291) Army M-1
Garand Technical Manual (ISBN: 9781626543300) Army Physical Readiness Training with Change FM 7-22 (ISBN: 9781626544017) Army
Special Forces Guide to Unconventional Warfare (ISBN: 9781626542709) Army Survival Manual FM 21-76 (ISBN: 9781626544413)
Army/Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual (ISBN: 9781626544246) Map Reading and Land Navigation FM 3-25.26 (ISBN:
9781626542983) Rigging Techniques, Procedures, and Applications FM 5-125 (ISBN: 9781626544338) Special Forces Sniper Training and
Employment FM 3-05.222 (ISBN: 9781626544482) The Infantry Rifle Platoon and Squad FM 3-21.8 / 7-8 (ISBN: 9781626544277)
Understanding Rigging (ISBN: 9781626544673)
Often forgotten among the actors, directors, producers and others associated with filmmaking, art directors are responsible for making movies
visually appealing to audiences. As such they sometimes make the difference between a hit and a bomb. This biographical dictionary
includes not only the world’s great and almost-great artists, but the unjustly neglected film designers of the past and present. Among the
more than 300 art directors and designers are pioneers from silent films, designers from Hollywood and Europe’s Golden Ages, Asian
figures, post–Golden Age personalities, leaders of the European and American New Waves, and many contemporary designers. Each entry
consists of biographical information, an analysis of the director’s career and important films, and an extensive filmography including mentions
of Academy Award nominations and winners.
Nearly two centuries after pirates attacked a slave ship carrying a valuable treasure, Caitlin Strong investigates the murder of an oil-rig crew
that had found evidence of an imminent terrorist attack among the long-lost wreckage.
The Texas Rangers presents one of the most picturesque phases of Texas history, capturing the spirit of a fabled institution.
Kansas City's KMBC was home to many country and western artists during radio's golden age but few could match the popularity and
longevity of the Texas Rangers. Debuting in 1932, the Texas Rangers entertained America by radio, records, tours, motion pictures and
television before finally disbanding in the 1950s. With few commercially released singles, the Texas Rangers were soon forgotten after their
heyday except by the most devoted fans of the genre. Now, nearly six decades after the end of their performing years, The Texas Rangers:
Two Decades on Radio, Film, Television, and State offers an in-depth history of the Texas Rangers. This book provides a rare look into the
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personalities and business dealings that kept the group performing before the public for more than twenty years.
A comprehensive reference of the radio shows of the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s has entries arranged in alphabetical order and includes each
show's history, timeslot, network, advertisers, cast members, and much more. UP.
"A Ranger, a pilot, and a doctor walk into a bar..." That was pretty much my life in Hawai'i until my two brothers got married. Now I'm the last
man standing. Not a problem. With an 8-pack and a Bronze Star, I'm not exactly lacking company in my waterfront condo on Mauna Kea
Beach. Toss in my M.D. and the mastery of female anatomy that comes with it, and I can make a woman beg for more. Unless she's
Samantha. Samantha's got a life on the mainland that puts her off-limits. So why am I playing tour guide for her... and discovering just how
tempting she looks when the turquoise water of Kealakekua Bay soaks her too-skimpy suit? She's the best friend of my sister-in-law.
Godmother to my niece. A fling is not in the cards. A hook-up? Impossible. But then, this is Hawai'i. Anything is possible in paradise.
At eighteen, Tara Steele was young and restless, so she left the only man she’d ever loved behind to pursue an education and see the
world. Now a nurse, she’s returned to Montana to help her aging parents, but when she discovers an elk carcass, she calls the local ranger
to investigate. When Hunter picks up, she wonders if they will still have a spark so many years later. Tara is the last person forest ranger
Hunter Beavers expects to see again. He’s never fully healed from their broken engagement, but has immersed himself in protecting the land
and wildlife he loves. He’s determined to keep his heart and distance when they partner to investigate the poachers, but all of their lingering
feelings rush back. Hunter may not be able to forget the love they shared, but he’s sure he can’t trust that Tara won’t go running off again.
Presents a comprehensive guide for mystery and detective fiction, compiling over 2,500 titles from more than 200 authors and including plot
overviews, a history of the genre, and a discussion on collection development.
RANGER FOR HIRE Willow McMurtry's writing career could end before it even begins—unless she learns the ways of a Texas Ranger. She
can't write tales about Ranger life if she's constantly making mistakes, so she needs handsome Texan Gage Newcomb to teach her. Willow
just can't tell him the true purpose behind her request. Gage agrees to teach Willow how to shoot, ride and lasso—but only to keep her close.
An outlaw who's cost him dearly is still on the loose. And the hidden lawman trusts no one, especially not a feisty woman who might be
working with his foe. But as the cowboy lessons progress, Willow may convince him to share all of his secrets—and his heart—with her.
Make Mine a Ranger
"It's not him. It can't be him..."24-year-old Bess Foster has a three-year-old daughter she cherishes... friends she adores... and an Army
Ranger she's been fantasizing about for nearly four years.But she also has a past that haunts her: an abusive ex-boyfriend she fled to protect
her child. She thought she was free of him... till she saw his face again.Sharing a house with a single mom and a preschooler might not
sound like the best fit for an Army Ranger. But when First Lieutenant Tyler Griffon finds out that the waterfront house where his long-time
friend Bess lives with her daughter has a vacancy, he can't resist the jaw-dropping view of the Chesapeake Bay.And when he signs the
lease, this Ranger will get more action than he bargained for...
As a former member of the United States Army Special Forces, David Bryson lived by the motto "De oppresso liber," a Latin phrase that
means "to free from oppression" or "to liberate the oppressed." Little did he realize that, years later, he would be fighting to liberate not others
but himself from an unjust governmental system. Slapped with a bill for over $23,000 in allegedly unpaid child support- a charge based solely
on his ex-wife's testimony-Bryson refused to pay. As a result, his passport was taken away, his wages garnished, his vehicle seized and sold
at auction, and his multiple attempts to refute his ex-wife's charges denied. Years later, he refuses to surrrender, which means he is still
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unable to leave the country, own property, or earn a living. Fed up with the systematic fraud and perjury he claims he has encountered
throughout the justice system in El Dorado County, California, which has jurisdiction over his case, Bryson has finally decided to take matters
into his own hands. In this book, he has published his side of the story, candidly and uneditied, including accompanying legal documentation.
By doing so, he hopes not only to hold the County of El Dorado accountable for withholding justice in his case but also to prevent other
alleged "deadbeat dads" like him from being presumed guilty before they have a chance to prove their innocence....

"An exciting, rewarding puzzle." —PUBLISHERS WEEKLY Archaeologist Chuck Bender arrives with his family in
Yosemite Valley to study the 150–year–old murders of a pair of gold prospectors in the midst of preparations for the
annual Yosemite Slam rock–climbing competition and a reunion with his old climbing buddies. The trip quickly turns
threatening when one climber never shows up, climbing equipment fails, and Chuck and his spouse, Janelle Ortega, are
suspected in the shocking, present–day death of one of Chuck's former rock–climbing partners. Together, Chuck and
Janelle race against time to solve the dual mysteries and prove their innocence—all while facing down a ruthless killer on
the loose. SCOTT GRAHAM is the author of eight books, including the National Park Mystery Series from Torrey House
Press, and Extreme Kids, winner of the National Outdoor Book Award. Graham is an avid outdoorsman who enjoys
mountaineering, skiing, hunting, rock climbing, and whitewater rafting with his wife, who is an emergency physician, and
their two sons. He lives in Durango, Colorado.
Reprint of the original, first published in 1868.
Three mystery novelettes featuring a blind detective and his two trusty German Shepherds by the author of Out of
Control. Following the loss of his sight in World War I, ex–intelligence officer Capt. Duncan Maclain honed his other
senses and became one of the most successful and well-known private investigators in New York City. These are some
of his adventures . . . In “The Silent Whistle,” the captain heads west to California with his seeing eye dog Schnucke to
advise on a television series about a blind man, but things go south when he discovers the studio head’s secretary with
a knife in his back . . . In “Melody in Death,” the captain is visiting a friend at the Knickerbocker Opera Company with
Schnucke when he finds the body of a wealthy benefactor backstage . . . In “The Murderer Who Wanted More,” a young
artist is on edge after she’s attacked in her Manhattan apartment building and almost shot near her aunt’s Staten Island
mansion. Fortunately, she has one friend whose unique powers of detection come in handy in times like these: Captain
Maclain! Baynard Kendrick was the first American to enlist in the Canadian Army during World War I. While in London, he
met a blind English soldier whose observational skills inspired the character of Capt. Duncan Maclain. Kendrick was also
a founding member of the Mystery Writers of America and winner of the organization’s Grand Master Award.
Aiden is the roughest player on his Calgary hockey team, as likely to be in the penalty box as on the ice. When he hits
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another player after a game, however, he's charged with assault and sentenced to one hundred hours of community
service. He's bored and annoyed when he's forced to help Eric, a blind player with the Calgary Seeing Eye Dogs. In time,
his new team shows him hockey is more fun on the ice than in the box. A Goal in Sight is the story of an unlikely
friendship that teaches a troubled kid the value of fair play. [Fry Reading Level - 5.0]
Life can get complicated for a single father working undercover. No one knows that better than Caige Dawson, currently
posing as an employee of the Texas Forest Service. He's there to investigate a fellow forester with a missing husband,
and to determine whether she's a suspect. Five years ago, Blaire Farley's world imploded. But ever since she met Caige
and his sweet, lovable eight-year-old son—the survivor of a tragic accident—she's ready to start reclaiming her life. And the
first order of business is giving Josh the best Christmas any little boy ever had. Blaire may be a person of interest, but
Caige believes in her innocence. His code of honor prevents him from getting too close until he can come clean about his
identity. But he needs Blaire's help to solve the case. He only hopes it will give her the closure she needs—and the future
all three of them deserve.
Molly Swift had a choice to make that fateful Christmas Eve: break her boyfriend’s heart or become a famous country
music star. She chose stardom and, for awhile, all was a picture book fairy tale for Molly. She cut her debut album, made
the rounds on the concert tour, and then…nothing. When Molly’s agent dumps her just before Thanksgiving a few years
later, she has nowhere left to go but her hometown of Snowflake, South Carolina. There she struggles to find work. That
is, until she happens in on a little year-round Christmas restaurant called Café Kringle and finds her ex-flame, Nate Night,
at the piano, tickling the ivories. Can Nate forgive Molly for running out on him? What’s more, can Molly forgive herself?
And can the two team up to bring customers into the Café Kringle before its owner decides to close the doors before the
holidays?
Over the years, in a variety of venues, Lawrence Watt-Evans has turned his sharp, analytical, and slightly crazed mind to
everything from weaponized poetry to why the Enterprise doesn't have seatbelts, and everyone from Jane Austen to Buffy
Summers. Collected for the first time are twenty-three of these essays, discussing icons of comic books, television, novels,
movies, and much more!
Hot Delta Force Cowboy and sexy female Army Ranger plan a wedding to trap a saboteur Dallas Hayes muscled her way through
Army Ranger training only to be considered a curse on her all-male unit in an operation in Syria. When half the team is killed,
she’s left Injured, losing the lower portion of her leg and is medically discharged from the life she loved in the Army. A fight with
her physical therapist at Walter Reed lands her at the Brighter Days Rehab Ranch in Montana with an offer to join the Brotherhood
Protectors. Retired Delta Force soldier, Vince “Viper” Van Cleave, did his time in the Army but hasn't managed to fit into the
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civilian world. What can an expert sniper do with his life when not shooting at enemy combatants? A widower, his first assignment
is to masquerade as the groom of a former Army Ranger female and stage a wedding to smoke out a wedding saboteur. Together,
they make a formidable team that might just make it to the altar intact.
Burt Arthur (1899-1975), a longtime Chicago resident, wrote more than 100 novels over the course of his career, plus numerous
radioplays and short stories. He also collaborated with his son, Budd Arthur, on westerns. We are pleased to present a collection
of four of Burt Arthur's classic western novels in the MEGAPACKTM series. Included in this volume are: BOSS OF THE FAR
WEST -- The rough-and-ready miners needed Reed McCandless and his Rangers to enforce law and order. But the crooked mine
owner has his own idea of justice... FLAMING GUNS -- Meet "Mustang" Marshall, the man who stirred up the hottest hell-hole in
the west! GUNSMOKE IN NEVADA -- Ex-Ranger Johnny Canavan was two hundred pounds of fighting man -- one hundred
pounds to each fist. When he decided to clean up the town, the gang of gunslingers figured they'd better get a lot more muscle if
they wanted to stop him... SILVER CITY RANGERS -- When a tall, lanky man named Marshall rode into town, he was just
travelling through...until a sheriff's dead body stopped him... If you enjoy this volume of classic westerns, don't forget to search
your favorite ebook store for "Wildside Press Megapack" to see all the other entries in this series, covering classic and historical
fiction, science fiction, fantasy, horror, mysteries -- and much, much more!
Over the past 16 years, Wes and his buddy Mac have come a long way in the Rangers. Both are corporals in Amarillo, in the heart
of the traditional Comanche homeland. They continue to battle Comanches, comancheros and banditos while making new friends
and losing old ones. But of course, Four Crows, who rose to power as a war chief in their first year with the Rangers, still reigns
supreme over the the plains and arroyos of the north Texas panhandle. The story of the Talbot brothers continues into the next
generation.
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